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Welcome to the third and latest
edition of the ASTL member
newsletter
We hope that many of our readers have managed
to take some time off during August. Feedback
from our members says that the market certainly
hasn’t taken its foot off of the pedal, and neither
have we at the ASTL.
In the last month we have been busy finalising
the plans and content for our ‘virtual’ Annual
Conference and we have also followed up our
meeting with the Treasury, with the submission of
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a response to a call for input from the FCA – read
on for more details.
This month’s edition also includes an
intermediary’s perspective of the current
landscape of the bridging market from Impact
Specialist Finance (an inside view from our
CEO’s son) and a really insightful update on the
enforcement moratorium from CG & Co. We hope
you find the content interesting and informative.
In the meantime, if you have anything that you
would like to see included in the newsletter, or
feedback on the content or format, please contact
alex@alsocomms.com

Annual Conference
We have now formally launched our Annual

So, please share the website address with your

Conference, which will take place online as a

colleagues and encourage them to get involved.

virtual conference on the morning of Tuesday
22nd September. You can find out more about
the packed speaker programme and register your
place at www.astlconference.com
Remember, this year we have opened up

We want to make this year’s ASTL Conference as
interesting and relevant to your job as we possibly
can, so if you have any topics or questions that you
would like to be addressed in the panel debate,
please send them to alex@alsocomms.com

the Conference to as many people from your
organisation who want to attend, and it’s free!
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FCA Submission
At the end of July the FCA released a paper

existing and future borrowers affected would

calling for input regarding the ongoing support

be negative with loans being called in as a

for consumers affected by coronavirus.

result of company failure and lack of funding

Following on from the traction we gained in our

available to new borrowers.

discussions with the Treasury on this topic, we
have submitted a detailed response on behalf of
the ASTL. The main points contained within the
response were:
■

■

We believe that in taking a sector specific
approach, the FCA can better achieve the
outcomes for consumers that it is aiming
for, most specifically that consumers get

Current measures have a disproportionate

appropriate forbearance that is in their

impact on short-term lenders and their

interests.

customers compared to standard term
lenders. A six-month delay in payment or
collection on a loan term of, say, 25 years is
easier managed over the balance of the term
and has considerably less impact on the cost
of repaying to a customer as well as a lender’s
operating model and funding processes

According the timeline published within the call
for input, the FCA’s draft guidance is due to be
published by the end of August, with its final
guidance published in late September. We will
keep you updated if there is any specific feedback
or progress on the points that we have raised.

than a six-month hiatus on a loan term of,
say, 12 months. In this situation the impact
is significant to the lender, and costly to a
consumer in the compounding of interest and,
in some cases, default rates may apply.
■

Members of the ASTL engage in both FCAregulated and unregulated lending, but all of
our members commit to our Code of Conduct,
which invokes the spirit of MCOB. With this in
mind, lenders are already equipped and able
to work with customers on an individual basis
to identify the most suitable approach for
their specific circumstances, and consumers
receive a consistent level of treatment and
good outcomes. As our members work with
customers on an individual basis the needs
of vulnerable customers can be identified
based on their specific circumstances, with
measures put in place to ensure lenders act is
a way that is appropriate and proportionate.

■

Welcome to New Members
This month we have welcomed two new
members to the ASTL. Technology company,

An overarching extension of term to 31st

NIVO, has joined as an Associate Member, and

October would not necessarily be in the

lender, Vector Capital has joined as a full Member.

borrower’s best interest given the rate of

We’re are delighted to have both of these

erosion of equity. It will also have a devastating

progressive businesses on board and that we

impact on lenders in this sector and will result

are able to continue growing our membership

in some lenders failing. The consequences for

throughout this difficult period.
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Market Update
This month, we thought it

by many lenders. Yet the

desire of many vendors to sell

might be interesting to provide

conversion of offices, pubs and

quickly, this sector is on the

a view of the market from an

other commercial properties to

rise and has lots more business

intermediary’s perspective,

residential has increased.

opportunities ahead. From a

Director at Impact Specialist
Finance, providing some
insights into the demand
they are seeing from both
customers and broker

“

introducers and what bridging
lenders are doing particularly
well to support them:
The bridging sector appears
to have enjoyed something of
a renaissance this year due, in

Some building societies have
made the move to offer bridging
loans in a bid to attract shortterm cash flow opportunities to
supplement lost income over
this period. This is a great move
for borrowers, as where there is
the need for a follow-on term
mortgage – which is often the
case - this can be agreed at
outset, which equates to a very
solid exit strategy.

part, to market need – some

Whilst some lenders tried using

of which has been driven by

AVMs throughout the lockdown,

COVID-19. It’s true that every

the reality is that most cases

part of the mortgage sector

involving short-term finance

was affected by the pandemic

require full security valuations.

but government initiatives in

Although, AVMs can be an

deferring house moves and

enormous advantage in terms

promoting the moratorium

of speed and makes good sense

certainly placed an even greater

where the overall loan to value is

emphasis on the need and

50% LTV or below.

demand for short-term finance
to fill any gaps.

the short-term finance market
has provided valuable, viable

and responsible solutions for a

range of borrowers, sometimes

in quite difficult circumstances,
and I expect more of the same
for the rest of the year.

lenders have really stepped up
to the plate over recent times,

needs for short-term finance

despite the ongoing issues.

over the more recent months

A large number were still

has been for chain break finance

prepared to lend throughout

– where the previous property

the lockdown, although often

sale has fallen through for a

at reduced loan to values or

variety of reasons. This has been

only on certain property types.

evident for clients moving up

Inevitably, the issue of staff

the ladder and also for those

working from home, a lack of

downsizing.

valuers and general market

has seen a big uplift, although

specialist brokers perspective,

In fairness, most short term

One of the most prominent

Development finance in general

“

with Dale Jannels, Managing

uncertainty impacted the speed
of lender responses.

‘ground up’ developments

These issues still don’t compare

have generally been viewed

with other areas of the mortgage

negatively in recent times

market and, with the increased
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Have Your Say

who aren’t regulated by the FCA will - at least from

Each month, we will offer members the

possession proceedings after September 20 via a

opportunity to write about an issue of their

“reactivation notice”.

choosing. This month, Edward Gee, Property
Receiver and Insolvency Practitioner at CG&Co

“

talks about receivership during the COVID-19
era and why proactivity must define the “new
normal”:

It’s the ‘tsunami’ that’s going to hit the courts hard
when it finally arrives.

the Court’s perspective - be able to resume stayed

Significantly, they have to demonstrate as
part of this notice that they’re in possession of
any relevant information about a borrower’s
circumstances.
This includes information about the effect of the
pandemic on the borrower, which will enable
the court to be fully informed when reaching a

Just 48 hours before the stay on possession and

decision. This requirement lasts until March 28,

enforcement proceedings was due to be lifted

2021.

on August 23, the government announced its
intention to extend the date until September 20.

Since the lockdown commenced, CG&CO has
been ensuring that recoveries are consistently as

What’s more, the government hasn’t ruled out

far advanced as possible, despite the fact that it’s

further extensions if public health guidance

been impossible to arrange face-to-face meetings

requires it.

due to COVID-19 restrictions.

But the fact of the matter is this…

We’ve accomplished this by entering into

manifest itself at some point – and the scale of this
should not be underestimated.
Earlier this month, the extent of the problem
became even clearer when statistics published
by the Ministry of Justice covering April to June

discussions with borrowers at the earliest
opportunity via telephone, email or conference
calls.
Consequently, we’re already in full possession of
details surrounding the effect of the pandemic on
borrowers for existing matters.

“

The massive scale of the court logjam is going to

showed that, compared with the same quarter

To conclude, we’re determined to ensure that the

last year, mortgage possession claims, orders

lenders we work for recoup their loans as quickly

and warrants fell by 97%, 96% and almost 100%

as possible.

respectively.

As the new normal evolves and greater certainty

What’s more, no repossessions by county court

returns, lenders must consistently adopt the most

bailiffs were recorded. So what do lenders need to

proactive approach possible to Receivership.

do at this point in time?
I’ve never been more convinced that a highly

And it’s equally imperative that you’re supported

by the most proactive team of Property Receivers.

proactive approach must lie at the heart of all
undertakings.
Put simply, we all have too much to lose by not

Until Next Time

taking the swiftest recourse whenever default

We hope you have enjoyed the latest

cases arise.

edition of the ASTL newsletter. This is still

It’s worth stating at this point that any lender
authorised or regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) needs to follow the FCA’s guidance
and avoid either commencing or continuing
possession proceedings until October 31.
Bar for future extensions to the stay, those lenders

something of a new venture for the ASTL
and we do value your feedback. If you have
any comments, or would like to register your
interest to contribute in the future, please
contact alex@alsocomms.com
Until next time, stay safe.
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